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Instructions
We understand how hard the routine of 

brushing teeth twice a day can be for kids. 
The following Tooth Fairy Tips help make 

morning and nighttime routines more fun.  
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Monday     
I always brush the fronts of my teeth first, 

and then brush the backs all at once so the 
toothpaste on the front stays on a little 

longer to help my smile get brighter!

Sunday    
Brush your teeth to music! This turns each 
morning and night into so much fun and it 

helps you brush longer until the song ends! We 
love to brush to: Let It Go (Frozen),  Firework 
(Katy Perry), Happy (Pharrell Williams), Who 
Says (Selena Gomez), or Fireflies (Owl City)
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Tuesday   
I like to count to 30 while brushing! 

To keep my count slow, I count like this: 
“1 fairy smile, 2 fairy smiles, 3 fairy smiles...”

Try it!

Wednesday    
We fairies like the occasional late 
night snack, but we always brush 
again afterwards before bedtime.

Friday    
Make Flossing fun. Pretend you're a cowboy 
out on the range and your floss is a magic 
lasso pulling all the tumbleweeds and trail 

dirt off your teeth!

Saturday   
 Even young fairies sometimes get cavities 

(they are still learning - and honey is 
delicious!) They like to carry a lovie when 
they get their cavities filled to make the 

experience better.

Thursday    
When I brush I like to pretend that my 

teeth are ice and my toothbrush is a skater 
making figure eights!
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For most busy parents, a baby tooth falls out 
and cash (if you have it) gets put under the pillow. 

But who wants to compete for cash on the 
playground? Money isn’t the currency of young 

children… imagination is. Our tiny gifts and 
stories from Fairyland inspire wonder, play, 

and positive life lessons.  

Make every Tooth Fairy 
visit memorable

A TOOTH FAIRY TRADITION RE-IMAGINED

Shop Tooth Fairy Gifts


